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Basic Internet Protocols  (OSI Model vs. Reality)
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Streams vs. Packets
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Physical Layer Attacks

Wiretapping
Not needed for WiFi

 
networks!  WPA

Wirecutting

Jamming

Electronic emanations

Tracking
Device fingerprinting
Physical device localization
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Link Layer Attacks

Eavesdropping
Hubs vs. switches

CAM table exhaustion: can turn a switch into a hub
macof

 

(part of

 

dsniff)

ARP Spoofing

Spoofing
Impersonate another machine and receive its traffic
Change MAC address to get 30’

 

more of free WiFi
Hide the device’s vendor (first three bytes of MAC address)

DoS
Flooding
DHCP starvation
Deauth

 

(WiFi)

Rogue access point
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ARP Cache Poisoning

Address Resolution Protocol: a new machine joins a LAN; How 
can it find the MAC addresses of neighbors?

ARP request (broadcast): who has IP 192.168.0.1?
ARP reply by 192.168.0.1: Hey, here I am, this is my MAC address

ARP replies can be spoofed: IP to MAC mapping is not 
authenticated

Traffic sniffing/manipulation through MitM
ARP reply to victim, mapping gateway’s IP to attacker’s MAC
ARP reply to gateway, mapping victim’s IP to attacker’s MAC
Just forward packets back and forth

Tools: arpspoof
 

(sslstrip), ettercap, nemesis, …

Defenses: static ARP entries, ARPwatch, managed switches
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Deauth
 

Attacks

Send a spoofed deauth
 

frame to AP with victims’
 address (no authentication!)

Recently a hotel chain was fined for deauthing
 customers’

 
devices

Force clients to pay for hotel WiFi

But, deauthing
 

sometimes is also used as a protection 
mechanism

Prevent rogue access points

Tools: aireplay‐ng
 

(aircrack‐ng), deauth
 (metasploit)
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Rogue Access Points

No authentication of the AP to the client

Set up fake access point with an existing 
SSID or just an enticing name

Starbucks-FREE-WiFi
“Auto-connect”/”Ask to join network”

 
features greatly facilitate this kind of 
attacks 
Pineapple, Power Pwn, …

Wireless backdoor
Ship an iPhone/special purpose device to 
an office and use 4G connection for C&C
Hide a tiny AP in a wall plug etc.

Detection
NetStumbler: show all WiFi

 

networks
RF monitoring systems
Wireless IDS/IPS
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Network Layer Attacks

ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol): Used to 
exchange error messages about IP datagram delivery

Smurf Attack (DoS

 
with spoofed broadcast Echo request)

Reconnaissance
Exfiltration using ICMP Tunneling
Organizations typically block incoming/outgoing ICMP traffic

IP spoofing: conceal the real IP address of the sender
Mostly used in DDoS

 
attacks

Ingress and egress filtering limit its applicability
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TCP Handshake

Sequence/acknowledgement 
numbers

Retransmissions, duplicate 
filtering, flow control

Seq: the position of the 
segment’s data in the stream

The payload of this segment 
contains data starting from X

Ack: the position of the next 
expected byte

All bytes up to X received correctly, 
next expected byte is X+1

Client Server

SYN seq=x

SYN/A
CK ac

k=x+1
 seq=

y

ACK ack=y+1 seq=x+1
data
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TCP Issues

Sequence Number Attacks (next lecture)
TCP connection hijacking/spoofing
DoS

 
(connection reset)

Port scanning (future lecture)

OS Fingerprinting
Intricacies of TCP/IP stack implementations

DoS:
Resource exhaustion
Blind RST injection
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SYN Flooding

Flood server with spoofed connection initiation 
requests (SYN packets)

Saturate server’s max number of concurrent open sockets: no 
more connections can be accepted
Each half-open connection consumes memory resources
SYN/ACKs

 
sent, but ACKs

 
never come…

Mitigation
Drop half-open connections after reaching a certain threshold 
(FIFO/random)
SYN cookies
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SYN Cookies

Don’t drop connections after 
SYN queue fills up

Send SYN/ACK with special 
“cookie”

 
seq

Secret function of the src/dst

 
IP, 

src/dst

 
port, coarse timestamp

Stateless! SYN queue entry is 
rebuilt based on the returned 
cookie value in the ACK

Client Server

SYN seq=x

SYN/A
CK ac

k=x+1
 

seq=c
ookie

ACK ack=cookie+1 seq=x+1
data
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Connection Flooding

DDoS: saturate the server with many established 
connections

Can’t use spoofing: just use bots…

For forking servers, the whole system might freeze 
(process exhaustion)

Sloworis
 

attack: slowly send a few bytes at a time to 
keep the connections open

Keep the server busy with “infinite”

 
requests by periodically 

sending more and more HTTP headers
Requires minimal bandwidth
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Amplification/Reflection Attacks

Like the ICMP Smurf attack

Abuse services that reply to requests with large 
responses

Attacker sends a small packet with a forged source IP address
Server sends a large response to the victim (forged IP address)

UDP: connectionless protocol  
 

easy to spoof

Used by many services:
NTP, DNS, SSDP, SNMP, NetBIOS, QOTD, CharGen, …
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Amplification Factor
Christian Rossow. Amplification Hell: Revisiting Network Protocols for DDoS

 

Abuse –

 

NDSS’14
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Routing

Packets are routed based on their dst
 

IP address and 
the routers’

 
forwarding tables

Interdomain
 

routing: BGP (Border Gateway Protocol)
Exchange routing and reachability

 
information between ASes

Advertisements contain a prefix and a list of ASes

 
to traverse to 

reach that prefix

Attack types
Blackholing: false route advertisements to attract and drop traffic
Redirection: force traffic to take a different path, either for 
eavesdropping/manipulation (MitM) or causing congestion
Instability: frequent advertisements and withdrawals and/or 
increased BGP traffic to cause connectivity outages
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Prefix Hijacking

Announce someone else’s prefix
Victim prefers shortest path

User
AS6

10.0.0/24

10.0.0/24

AS3

AS5

AS1

AS4

AS2
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Prefix Hijacking

Announce a more specific prefix than someone else
Victim prefers more specific path

User

AS3 10.0.0/24

AS5

10.0.0/25

AS1

AS4

AS2
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Domain Name Service

DNS maps domain names to IP addresses
Distributed database
Hierarchically divided name space
Local caching resolvers
UDP (TCP sometimes used for long queries and zone transfers)

Main security issues
DNS spoofing (also used for censorship)
DNS cache poisoning
Name-based authentication
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Recursive DNS resolution

Local Recursive

 
DNS Resolver

styx.cs.stonybrook.edu?

sty
x.c

s.s
ton

ybr
ook

.ed
u?

Root/edu
DNS Server

stonybrook.edu
DNS Server

cs.stonybrook.edu
DNS Server

NS 
sto

nyb
roo

k.e
du

styx.cs.stonybrook.edu?

IP = 10.0.0.1

styx.cs.stonybrook.edu?

NS cs.stonybrook.edu

Responses can be spoofed!
Cached result will point to attacker’s address

IP = 10.0.0.1
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DNS TXID

Synchronization mechanism between
 DNS clients and servers

16-bit transaction identifier
Randomly chosen for each query
Response accepted only if TXIDs

 

match
Cached according to TTL (e.g., one day)

Attacker has to win a race
Guess correct TXID
Response’s src

 

IP and dst

 

port should match

 query’s dst

 

IP and src

 

port

It’s possible!
Bellovin’s

 

cache contamination attacks (1991)
Kaminsky

 

attack (2008)

NS cs.stonybrook.edu
TXID

TXID
styx.cs.stonybrook.edu?
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Kaminsky
 

Attack

Attacker wants to compromise example.com

Query the target resolver with any subdomain
 

not in the cache 
Non-existent subdomains

 

are fine: foo1.example.com
Not affected by TTL (e.g., as would be the case for www.example.com)
Causes the target resolver to query the authoritative server(s) for this 
domain

The attacker floods the resolver with a large number of forged 
responses

each containing a different

 
guess of the query’s TXID
Fake referral

If the race is lost, repeat with a different subdomain!

;; ANSWER SECTION:
foo1.example.com.      120  IN A  10.0.0.10
;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
example.com.         86400  IN NS 

 
www.example.com.
;; ADDITIONAL SECTION:
www.example.com.    604800  IN A  10.6.6.6
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Misc DNS Attacks

Attacking registrars
Social engineering, stolen credentials, …

Drive-by pharming
A malicious web page contains JavaScript code that alters the 
local router’s DNS server

Malware can change the system’s DNS server
DNSChanger

DoS
 

on root/critical servers
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Passive Network Monitoring
Packet capture

Headers or full payloads
Network taps
Router/switch span/mirror ports
Not only for sniffing passwords!

Netflow

 

export
Connection-level traffic summaries
Built-in capabilities in most routers

Non-intrusive: invisible on the network

Basis for a multitude of defenses
IDS/IPS
Anomaly detection
Network forensics

Sophisticated attackers might erase all 
evidence on infected hosts

Captured network-level data might be all 
that is left
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Packet Capture Tools

Libpcap/Winpcap: user-level packet capture
Standard interface used by most passive monitoring applications

PF_RING: High-speed packet capture
Zero-copy, multicore-aware

tcpdump: just indispensable

Wireshark: tcpdump
 

on steroids, with powerful GUI

dsniff: password sniffing and traffic analysis

ngrep: name says all

Kismet: 802.11sniffer many more…
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Packet Generation/Manipulation

Decode captured packets (L2 –
 

L7)

Generate and inject new packets

Tools
Libnet: one of the oldest
Scapy: powerful python-based framework
Nemesis: packet crafting and injection utility 
Libdnet: low-level networking routines
dpkt: packet creation/parsing for the basic TCP/IP protocols 

many more…
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Man-on-the-Side Attack

Packet capture + packet injection

Sniff for requests, and forge responses

Requires a privileged position
 

between the victim and the 
destination server

Race condition: attacker’s forged response should arrive before the 
actual server’s response
Most OSes

 

will accept the first packet they see as valid 

No need to guess TCP seq/ack
 

numbers!
The rest of the original stream can follow after the injected packet

Powerful: redirect to malicious server, manipulate content, 
inject exploits, …

Particularly effective in WiFi
 

networks…
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Airpwn

Listens to wireless packets and acts on interesting HTTP 
requests based on predefined rules

Beating server’s response is easy: the server is several hops away (10s-

 
100s ms) while the attacker is local

GET / HTTP/1.1
Host: www.google.com
...

HTTP/1.1 OK
Content‐length: 1462
...
<html>
<head>
<title>Google</title>
</head>
...

HTTP/1.1 OK
Content‐length: 1462
...
<html>
<head>
<title>Airpwned!</title>
</head>
...
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